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& INTERNET CONGESTION CONTROL (CC) remains a

cornerstone issue in networking fields. It has

attracted much research attention in academia,

industry, and Internet standards organization.

This article focuses on the machine learning

(ML) technologies for Internet congestion con-

trol. Specifically, it summarizes the main reasons

why network operators should apply ML in

congestion control, surveys the latest advances

of learning-based CC approaches, and explores

challenges of standardizing CC with machine

learning. This article provides two aspects chal-

lenges of learning-based CC that could motivate

researchers to propose novel algorithms and

develop standards of Internet CC with advanced

ML techniques.

Internet CC is an important networking issue

that the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has

been paying attention for more than 20 years.1,2 As

of now, research on CC can be divided into three

phases. At the first stage, researchers proposed a

CC scheme that all flows or users followed, and

studied its effectiveness to deal with congestion.

It may be called the “homogeneous CC paradigm.”

Subsequently, CC became the default deploy-

ment.3,4 Many studies try to develop new sche-

mes to improve CC and studied how these new

schemes coexist with the default ones. It might be

called the “competing CC paradigm.” In the latest

phase of CC study reviewed in this article, there is

no assumption of what schemes are used by

others; a flow is trying to learn how to survive

well given other traffic. It might be called the

“heterogeneous CC paradigm.” For the first two

phases, those schemes mostly deal with the com-

plexity of network topology, the different number

of flows, and their traffic demand/dynamics, which

are already very complicated. For the third phase,

it is considerablymore complicateddue to another

dimension: how the other flows behave.
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Recently, ML has emerged as one of the most

prominent new approaches for realizing network

control policies. Generally, ML techniques auto-

matically learn policies from historical data and

model the mapping from inputs to outputs with-

out predefined rules. Among ML methods, offline

learning is suitable for the scenarios where it

can be assumed that the behavior of others has

“converged” and assumed not to change much.

Whereas online learning provides a game situa-

tion between the flows or users, these flows or

users could play a cooperative environment, try-

ing to achieve some common goals. There are

interesting recent works on these lines by ML

experts, e.g., the DeepMind people.5 The CC

problems can be cast with either of the above

cases. Hence, some research works propose CC

schemes with ML techniques and it is necessary

to develop IETF standards of learning-based con-

gestion control.

In this article, we present a survey on Inter-

net CC from the ML perspective. First, we

describe the reasons to apply ML techniques for

congestion control. Then, we survey the state-of-

the-art CC schemes and analyze their technical

characteristics. We then discuss the challenges

for developing the standards of learning-based

CC in the real world. We hope that this study can

encourage the researchers to design novel algo-

rithms or develop Internet standards for conges-

tion control.

WHY CC WITH MACHINE LEARNING?
ML is suitable and efficient for learning com-

plex behaviors, where it is not easy to find the

relationship between the input and the output.

Specifically, ML can provide new possible ways

to generate control policies by training a learn-

ing-based agent. The adoption of ML as a solu-

tion in network system is becoming a reality.9 As

of now, the network management research

group has successfully proposed two learning-

based Internet drafts6,7 in IETF.

Traditional Internet CCs only consider several

metrics as decision signals,1–4 such as packet

loss and round-trip time (RTT). The existing rule-

based methods elaborately make use of the

above signals but achieve poor throughput when

running in links with high stochastic packet loss

or network jitter. In fact, decision-making can be

affected by many factors, including traffic pat-

tern, link failure, dynamic latency, packet loss,

and diverse application requirements. It is diffi-

cult to get optimal or near-optimal control poli-

cies from complex network behaviors following

predefined rules. ML can provide possible ways

to generate models via the training approaches.

It also has the ability to model the inherent rela-

tionships between the inputs and the outputs of

the network environments.8 Among the state-of-

the-art techniques inmachine learning, deep rein-

forcement learning (DRL),20 as one of the latest

breakthroughs’ techniques, makes it easy to

react to multidimensional feedbacks directly

from network environment in variable network

conditions.13,14 In the following, we will introduce

the representative efforts that conduct CC with

MLmethods.

NOVEL RESEARCH WORKS
OF CONGESTION CONTROL

For Internet CC, the core problem is to make

the decision about how and when to send data.

Researchers develop flexible strategies using ML

approaches to cope with varying network condi-

tions. The most representative research works

are shown in Table 1. Remy,9 Indigo,10 Aurora,13

and Custard14 perform optimization by learning

the control rules offline, while PCC11 and Vivace12

work in an online learning manner. All of these

schemes have different objective functions or util-

ity functions as their optimization objectives.

They choose different input signals, output, and

ML methods, respectively. They also evaluate

under different experimental environment. Next,

we analyze themain techniques of these schemes.

Offline Learning

Remy9 takes the target network assumption

and the trafficmodel as prior knowledge and auto-

matically generates a CC algorithm for the corre-

sponding environment. In the offline phase, Remy

uses an objective function to guide the rule gener-

ation process. The learned rule, i.e., RemyCC,

maps the specially designed network states to the

corresponding parameters about the congestion

windows (cwnds). Whenever the sender receives

an acknowledgment (ACK), RemyCC looks up its
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mapping rule and changes the cwnds according to

the current network state. Although Remy helps

us to improve transmission efficiency, its perfor-

mance could greatly degrade if the network

assumptions are violated. Indigo10 is another

method of learning-based CC scheme with the

data gathered from Pantheon,10 a system for eval-

uating CC schemes. Indigo learns to “imitate” the

oracle rule offline. The oracle is constructed with

ideal cwnds given by the emulated bottleneck’s

bandwidth-delay product.

Aurora13 and Custard14 employ DRL to gener-

ate a policy that maps observed network statis-

tics to choose the sending rate. DRL20, as a novel

ML algorithm, trains an agent which can sample

the network state, learn the policy, and improve

its behavior by constantly interacting with an

environment, as shown in Figure 1. The input of

the agent is the network state (e.g., bandwidth,

RTT, loss rate, etc.) and the output is the action,

i.e., sending rate or cwnds. The goal (termed

“reward”) of reinforcement learning is to maxi-

mize discounted cumulative reward from the

environments. Reinforcement learning is suitable

for the sequential decision-making problem that

can make decisions not only in discrete space

(e.g., cwnds), but also in continuous space (e.g.,

sending rate). Aurora and Custard use different

input signals and learn to make the decision by

exploration–exploitation behavior. Despite the

fact that the offline learning schemes can con-

verge quickly and obtain more information, the

general applicability is limited to the network

scenarios where they have not been trained for.

Online Learning

PCC11 and Vivace12 are based on online learn-

ing. They attempt to adopt a trial-and-errormech-

anism to decide the sending rate. PCC’s default

objective function involves the throughput and

the loss rate, while Vivace adopts a more com-

plex utility function that replaces the absolute

value of RTT with the “RTT gradient,” i.e., the

RTT with respect to time. With the carefully engi-

neered utility function, Vivace aims to guarantee

some desirable properties (e.g., fair conver-

gence). Due to the characteristics of online learn-

ing, PCC and Vivace provide no-regret guarantees

even under complete uncertainty about the envi-

ronment, i.e., without inferring anything about

the relation between policies and the induced

utility values.12 Both PCC and Vivace focus on

looking for the change in the sending rate that

may lead to the best performance, without

directly interpreting the environment or making

use of previous experience. Although online

learning can react to network conditions quickly,

its performance may diminish in some cases as

their greedy exploration could be trapped at a

local optimum.22 It should be noted that online

learning usually has long convergence time.19

CHALLENGES FOR LEARNING-
BASED CONGESTION CONTROL

Latest CC schemes are indeed capable of

learning useful strategies to adapt to the net-

work environments. However, there are several

challenges for Internet standardization. In this

section, we attempt to present several issues of

Table 1. Novel CC with machine learning.

Congestion

control
ML method

Objective function

(Utility function)
Action

Experimental

environment

Remy9

Offline

learning

A tabular method Throughput and delay Cwnds and pacing NS-2

Indigo10 Imitation learning The ideal cwnds Cwnds adjustment Mahimahi

Custard14 Trust region policy

optimization (TRPO)

Throughput, delay

and loss rate
Sending rate Emulab

Auraro13
Proximal policy

optimization (PPO)

Throughput, delay

and loss rate
Sending rate Mininet

PCC11

Online

learning

Rate probing
Throughput and

loss rate
Sending rate

GENI Emulab

Planetlab

Vivace12 Convex optimization
Sending rate, RTT gradient

and loss rate
Sending rate

Emulab

Mahimahi
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CC with ML for standards as follows. First, we

discuss the challenges of ML for congestion con-

trol. Second, we explore the challenges of CC

with machine learning.

Challenges of ML for Congestion Control
Input and Output Space The space of input

and output determine the primary operation of

learning-based algorithms. The input space of

the existing CC schemes varies greatly. For exam-

ple, Remy takes the interval of ACKs, the interval

of packets sent and RTT as states, whereas PCC

takes the sending rate. This provides different

information for the learning. A unified interface

of state should be provided for standards of

learning-based congestion, and its design is very

challenging. Meanwhile, the output space also

affects the efficiency of learning. Traditional con-

gestion controls (e.g., Cubic3) or standards (e.g.,

IETF RFC 25811) usually make the decision on

cwnds. As the problem of bufferbloat becomes

more and more serious, recent researchers have

proposed to use rate-based transmission.11 For

learning-based congestion control, a large output

space is a big challenge that makes it difficult to

learn a model with ML methods. Some research

works propose to decrease the decision space by

reducing the dimension. For example, Indigo10

adopts the adjustment of previous cwnds (addi-

tion, subtraction, multiplication, and division)

instead of the value of cwnds.

Experimental EnvironmentA large amount of

data and the experimental environment are

important for ML algorithms, especially for offline

learning methods. For the CC problem, there is

no unified dataset for learning-based algorithms

that is open sourced currently. In addition,

simulators and emulators in learning-based CC as

shown in Table 1, e.g., NS-315, Mininet16, Mahi-

mahi17, and Emulab21 can only provide the repro-

ducible and rapid experimentation, but they fail

to capture the dynamics of the real world.

Although Stanford researchers have proposed

the Pantheon10 platform as the training ground

which includes real network paths, it is not easy

for researchers to tune their algorithms and use

it as a performance benchmark or a performance

comparison platform.

Universality Directly deploying the offline

learning-based agent from simulator or emulator

can reduce the performance. The general appli-

cability of the trained model is one of the key

challenges faced by offline methods. Most offline

learning methods assume that the data follow

the same distribution which is not the case for

real-world traffic flows. Approaches like Remy,9

Indigo,10 and Aurora13 train the model on spe-

cific network conditions and perform well, to

some degree, across a range of specific test con-

ditions. However, they could not guarantee the

performance of the learning-based CC methods

when testing outside of the training fields. To

develop standards, the offline learning-based CC

model should have high general applicability

that can adapt to high variance and dynamic

traffic environments.

Challenges of CC With Machine Learning
Fairness Fairness is a crucial consideration for

the design of TCP CC schemes.18 On the Internet,

different CC schemes may exist at the same time

and interact with each other. However, the exist-

ing CC schemes with ML techniques cannot guar-

antee fairness with legacy TCP. The congestion

Figure 1. Architecture of CC with reinforcement learning.
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controls with ML are trained in the environment

with their own objective functions. When com-

peting with other protocols, CC with ML cannot

dynamically modify their objective functions so

that the CC makes decision based on the prede-

fined optimization objective. Further, even if CC

approaches are trained in an environment where

it competes with other protocols, they might

learn to occasionally drop packets to free up net-

work capacity.13 To develop standards, fairness

is the critical factor to be considered in the

design of CC with ML methods.

Efficiency and Effectiveness Today, a large

number of applications have high efficiency

requirements.19 The CC algorithms must be

robust in the transport layer as mentioned in

IETF RFC,2 and meet the efficiency requirements

of real-time transmission. Learning-based CC

models (offline generated) have limitations on

computational overhead, energy consumption,

and response time. However, the current learn-

ing-based schemes in Table 1 do not detail the

overhead comprehensively. Additionally, offline-

based models work under their optimization

functions and are required to consider the corre-

sponding fault tolerance control methods in

order to expel bad policies. As standards for

learning-based approaches, congestion controls

with ML in practice require the learning-based

model to take the real-time network state and

immediately output the near-optimal policy

online. The tradeoff between efficiency and effec-

tiveness is important for the performance in

practical network scenarios.

Multiple Objectives As mentioned above, the

optimization objective is another core role of

learning-based congestion control. The existing

congestion controls in Table 1 often use a combi-

nation of throughput, latency, and loss rate as

the objective function or the utility function. How-

ever, once the tradeoffs between the throughput,

latency, and packet loss are determined by the

designers, the optimization objective of the learn-

ing-based CC is fixed. With increasingly compli-

cated and diverse applications, there are distinct

and diverse network performance requirements.

The learning-based CC algorithms for Internet

standards should satisfy the diverse transmission

requirements of applications. Therefore, diverse

optimization objectives are also considered

for standards to handle the different tradeoffs

between the performance factors which the appli-

cations or users need.

CONCLUSION
Although ML shows great potential in solving

CC problems, there is still a long way to go for the

industry to use CC with ML directly in practice

due to some practical issues of ML for network-

ing. In this article, we first analyze the advantages

of using ML in Internet CC. Next, we summarize

the latest CC schemes deriving from different

learning techniques. However, some issues still

remain to be addressed and we discuss the chal-

lenges for Internet standardization from the CC

andML perspectives.
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